Monozukuri Project

Japan-India Institute for Manufacturing (JIM) or Japanese Endowed Courses (JEC)

Experts give training and technical guidance to students belonging to JIM or JEC program

Target companies

Japanese companies that provide technical guidance opportunities to target students

 Applicant companies】 Japanese companies or Japanese companies’ head offices in Japan that open JIM or JEC program to provide technical guidance opportunities to target students

【Expenses to Be Subsidized】
1. Technical guidance fees (with a cap of 40,000 yen per day)
2. Expenses for the preparation of educational materials (80,000 yen for each project)
3. Travel expenses for experts (only for public transportation by providing vouchers)
4. Accommodation fees and daily allowances for experts (with a cap separately determined by the APO)
5. Interpretation fees (interpreters cannot be dispatched from Japan)
6. Translation and printing fees for materials to be used for technical guidance
7. Rent for meeting rooms to conduct technical guidance
8. Transportation costs (including insurance costs) for materials and equipment necessary to enhance the training/guidance